Dragon Husband 1608 part 1
Chapter 1608 the worst result
Chen Zhongyan was dizzy when Wiliam said something, and even his feet were a
little unsteady, so he hurriedly supported a chair.
Now he carefully recalled the process of getting to know Chi Zhan, and it was
quite smooth sailing.
The smooth sailing is suspicious.
Wiliam was wrong. After he was attacked that night, he met Chi Zhan himself.
And in a short time, the two became brothers of the opposite S*X, and even Chi
Zhan offered to help Jin Yu volley into the nine sects.
Moreover, now I think there is a major detail.
When Chi Zhan and Song Hanyu were proposed to fight, Song Hanyu voluntarily
gave in.
This idea was proposed by Chi Zhan.
Now, Chi Zhanbing stayed in the winner group without blood.
Song Hanyu and Wiliam both fell into the loser group.
The people in the winner group are considered more weighted by the referee.
If he loses Chi Zhan, Jin Yu Volley is really likely to spit out the pie that reaches
his mouth.
More seriously, Chi Zhan was brought by himself.
He will become the sinner of the ages in the golden jade volley.
Don’t talk about seeking the position of suzerain.
Even being expelled from the sect is normal.
Thinking of this, Chen Zhongyan went into chaos and yelled directly at Chi Zhan,
“Good guy! I trust you so much! You smashed my heart with you! You actually
used me! You are not a human being!”

But Chi Zhan just sneered: “Just you, you are worthy of being a brother of the
opposite S*X with me? You don’t take a piss and take pictures of yourself? Ho Ho,
that’s really ridiculous. In the entire Jinyu Volley, you are the only one. The
stupidest one, so I had no other choice but to get acquainted with you, otherwise
it would be really difficult to change to Liu Yuntian and others.”
Chen Zhongyan was ridiculed for a while, only feeling that his anger was clogged
up and couldn’t spread out, and he almost fainted in front of him.
Chi Zhan caused a terrible tragedy in Qijian Zhetian that year, when Hu Yixiao
was also the suzerain.
Hu Yixiao is also a ruthless person!
Facing such a sect tragedy, he abruptly chose to protect the red!
He hid Chi Zhan directly, and even many people in the sect did not know about
this.
Now, Chi Zhan was finally put to use by him.
Not only can he turn the tide in the final moments of the Nine Sects, but he can
also give Wiliam a severe lesson.
Hu Yixiao was very satisfied with this double achievement.
“Wiliam, I underestimated you. I was able to infer so much content based on
some clues. You were right. Okay, now the facts are in front of you. Jinyu volleys,
you guys. Choose.” Hu Yixiao said at the end, turned his head and looked at the
old master.
The old Sect Master is trembling all over now!
He is angry!
Also complaining!
Blame that I have no eyes!
Knowing that Chi Zhan was involved in numerous crimes, but because of years of
obsession, he chose to believe him.
Even let Song Hanyu voluntarily admit defeat.
Wrong step, wrong step!
If Chi Zhan left the Jinyu volley at this time, it would definitely be a monstrous
blow!

He can’t bear it!
“Okay! Don’t you want Wiliam! We’ll leave Wiliam to you! Let’s do it!” Chen
Zhongyan jumped out again, trying to make up for the big mistake he made.
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Song Hanyu directly cursed, “Chen Zhongyan, are you still shameless? If it wasn’t
for Wiliam to expose his tricks just now, we would still be kept in the dark! And
Wiliam joined us in the golden jade volley without remuneration. , Now the
points are also far ahead, which can be said to be much greater than my credit!
Now you have turned your face and refused to recognize people, you want to
push Wiliam out to die! Are you still a human!”
Chen Zhongyan said in a cold voice, “Hmph, this kid is too a chicken thief, he is
definitely not a good person! Who knows what he is calculating! So push him out
as soon as possible, lest we Jinyu Volley suffer more harm!”
“Yes! I also don’t think he is a good person! Since he has seen through all of this a
long time ago, why didn’t he say it earlier!”
“Obviously, we are here to corrupt our Jinyu volley! We can’t make mistakes
again and again!”
“I support Sect Master Chen’s approach! Hand over this kid as soon as possible!
Some losses can be recovered!”
People of Chen Zhongyan’s faction have come forward to support Chen
Zhongyan.
And following their clamor, Chen Zhongyan’s terrible mistake was silently
ignored.
On the contrary, under his intentional traction, the spearheads immediately
pointed towards Wiliam.
“Okay, Chen Zhongyan! You remember it! If I become the sect master, the first
thing is to expel you from the sect! I think that sect dare to take you in again!”
Song Hanyu was not angry, and sent another heavy oath!
And this time, she made a decision even more!
Can’t let Wiliam be wronged forever!
Wiliam doesn’t owe Jinyu to the sky!
This group of white-eyed wolves!

With the current volley of gold and jade, it is not worthy to be the position of the
nine sects!
She looked around and said in a cold voice: “Okay, if you want to hand over
Wiliam, then I will also announce my withdrawal from the sect! So you are
satisfied!”
Song Hanyu’s loud and loud words made the scene quiet for an instant.
Everyone looked at Song Hanyu.
This woman is just like eating a bomb today, just a little bit!
Jinyu Lingkong is Song Hanyu’s second home!
She just left?
What kind of soup did Wiliam eat for Song Hanyu!
And Song Hanyu’s remarks made everyone afraid to answer, and the main reason
was everyone’s consideration.
Wiliam was gone, and Song Hanyu was gone.
Jin Yu volleyed the position of the nine sects this time has really come to
nothing.
The glory and wealth in front of everyone also passed away with the wind.
Everyone’s vital interests are here, so they are hesitating.
The people who have been supporting Chen Zhongyan just now seem to be
dumb.
The scene suddenly fell into a deadlock.
A laugh suddenly sounded.
Everyone followed the prestige, and it was Wiliam!
Everyone couldn’t lift their heads up by Wiliam’s smile, and immediately cursed,
“What a smile! Are you very proud of it? You did it all!”
Wiliam shook his head and said, “I’m smiling, you are really a group of pigs! It’s
okay if you can’t see it because of such obvious blindness. Still showing your
internal disunity in front of outsiders? It’s ridiculous.”
“What kind of blindfold?” someone couldn’t help but ask.

Wiliam looked at Hu Yixiao and said, “Sect Master Hu, you’re an old fox, didn’t the
empty glove white wolf watch a good show?”
“Everyone of Jinyu Volley, think about the situation carefully, even if you give
me and even Song Hanyu to Qijian Zhetian, will you have good results? Can Chi
Zhan continue to work for you?”
“So, the worst result is the result you just chose, forcing Aunt Song and I to
withdraw from the sect and not participate in the following games. Then Chi
Zhan switched to Qijian Zhetian.”
“Tsk tusk tusk, this is the real four emptiness, and the golden jade volley has
completely become the laughing stock of the rivers and lakes.”
“You! You!” Chen Zhongyan’s face suddenly paled!
He found that what Wiliam said turned out to be correct!
“I’ll show some kindness to you, right? Chi Zhan must have turned to Qijian with
points to cover the sky. After all, Sect Master Hu made such a deep calculation to
hide him, and then hit the bottom with a blockbuster. He is the last trump card of
Qijian Zhetian.”
“So you guys, your only way is not to hand over Aunt Song and me, but to flatter
us and ask us to play hard, a group of pigs, understand?”

